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Introduction
The Partnership

The User-Friendly Trails Initiative is a partnership between the West Shore Parks & Recreation Society, the
Intermunicipal Advisory Committee on Disability Issues (IACDI) and CRD Regional Parks. Together they
promote health benefits of utilizing inclusive and accessible outdoor environments for all. The term
user-friendly was developed to be inclusive of an age-friendly or senior’s lens and an accessible lens for
individuals with diverse levels of mobility and endurance.
The power of this partnership demonstrates how together stakeholders and service providers can
accomplish more by leveraging grant funding, internal resources, community engagement with the overall
aim of fostering universal inclusion.
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The initiative produced tangible results with the development of an assessment process for
determining user-friendly trails, a printed and online guide promoting user-friendly trails and amenities,
consistent user-friendly trail signage and a tool kit on the process for engagement communities in the same
process. In addition, the initiative also resulted in capacity building, a larger network of engaged supporters,
and overwhelming appreciation from the community.
The number of people calling the Capital Region home continues to rise. The 2011 Census of Canada is
reporting a population of 359,991 for the CRD, which reflects an annual growth rate of 0.9% from the
previous 2006 Census. As in the rest of British Columbia, the population in the Capital Region is ageing.
The median age of the population in 2011 was 44.8 years and is projected to climb to 49.4 in 2036. The
region’s 18.8% share of seniors over 65 is higher than the BC average of 15.7%.
Knowing this and looking at our communities, one can anticipate what barriers there will be for an aging
demographic to accessable recreational opportunities. We know that having activity possibilities that are
barrier free, transit friendly and low cost were highlighted as key to the physical and mental health of
persons with disabilities and seniors.
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Opportunities to access barrier free trails are limited and are not readily available in one document or
web site and as a result community members are left to their own resources to source out
information.
Over the past four years, the partners have worked on independent goals of creating and
communicating user-friendly areas. Through the process of engaging each other as stakeholders,
our conversations revealed that by coming together as one working group, we could achieve more
collectively then we were able to independently.
Independently and in total, we completed 13 accessiblity audits, received information from 675
survey respondents, presented interactive workshops, researched and heard from stakeholders.
All of our findings together resulted in showing a strong interest for knowledge of user-friendly
excursions in the capital regional district that allow utilizing inclusive and accessible outdoor
environments for all.
This collective knowledge and experience set the stage for developing a partnership promoting
user-friendly trails.
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OUR GOALS:
• Promote health benefits of ultilizing inclusive and accessible outdoor
environments for all.
• Provide and promote information on User-Friendly recreational hiking/walking opportunities
to a diverse segment of the population.
• Increase park visitation and enhance visitor experience by providing
users with information that will enable them to determine which trails to visit
based on their own abilities and limitations.
• Create awareness about a new partnership between West Shore Parks &
Recreation Society, the Intermunicipal Advisory Committee on Disability Issues (IACDI)
and CRD Regional Parks.
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Detemining the requirements
Implementing what we learned
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Assessment Matrix Elements
Geography
• High esthetic values with good view
points
• Variety of ecosystem types represented
• Interesting natural features present
• Cultural heritage values present
• Accessible recreational opportunities
beyond hiking are present
• Close proximity to urban center

Trail Surface

Infrastructure

• Trail width >1 m

• Parking lot at trail head

• Minimal elevation changes or gradual
elevation changes, slope <6%

• Accessible parking stalls

• Minimal cross slope
• Compact and obstacle free trail surface
(compact gravel, pavement, or
boardwalk)

• Public transportation in close proximity
• Toilet facilities
• Accessible toilets
• Benches or rest areas
• Picnic tables
• Good clear signage
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“We can achieve more together
then alone; the power is in
our partnerships.”
~ Marnie Essery, IACDI Chair
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Together we:
• created an assessment process for determining user-friendly trails.
• developed, designed and printed 40,000 copies of one guide instead of two separate guides
containg similar information.
• distributed printed guides through partners organization’s networks and locations, seniors centres,
municipal halls, local community events, service organizations, BC Transit/Handy Dart Services,
tourism centres, conferences, recreation centres and online.
• developed consistent user-friendly trail signage.
• developed a media/promotions strategy (April - October 2013). Promotions efforts include: social
media, print media, static displays, articles, video spots, community enagement events, and
outreach to organizations.
• developed and produced a Toolkit: 10 Steps to User-Friendly Trails.
• developed consistent user-friendly trail signage.
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“I am a person with a
mobility challenge and your
work and endeavours
here are applauded .
So I look forward to further
development of the guide and
the raising of awareness.”
~ Mayor Graham Hill, The Town of View Royal

“The end product speaks for itself, The User Friendly Trail Guide
is both informative and beautifully laid out.
It is also a testament to the benefits of strategic partnerships.”
~ Doug Nutting, ED Recreation Integration Victoria
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“This trail guide is packed with relevant information that elevates many of the
region’s parks and trails to a simple , friendly way of accessibility.
Unlike wordy books, this guide cuts to the chase . The “open page” format makes
it so easy to know what each location has to offer.
The elevation profile is brilliant, and the overview map is a welcome feature!
~ Councillor John Rogers, The Town of View Royal
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Examples of Trail Signage including profiles
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“In community development, with every project three things happen ,
you learn something about yourself, something about
your organization and something about your community.”
~ Bobbi Neal, Community Development Coordinator
West Shore Parks & Recreation
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